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Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 196 x 128 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Mr Wickham turned out to be a disappointing husband in
many ways, the most notable being his early demise on the battlefields of Waterloo. And so Lydia
Wickham, nee Bennet, still not twenty and ever-full of an enterprising spirit, must make her fortune
independently. A lesser woman, without Lydia s natural ability to flirt uproariously on the
dancefloor and cheat seamlessly at the card table, would swoon in the wake of a dashing
highwayman, a corrupt banker and even an amorous Royal or two. But on the hunt for a marriage
that will make her rich, there s nothing that Lydia won t turn her hand to .Taking in London, Paris
and Brighton, Who Needs Mr Darcy? details the charming, lively and somewhat dastardly further
exploits of the youngest Bennet sister. Pride and Prejudice this isn t and Mr Darcy certainly won t be
rescuing her this time.
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Completely essential read through book. It normally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. I found out this book from my dad and i advised this
pdf to find out.
-- Madelyn Douglas-- Madelyn Douglas

An exceptional pdf as well as the typeface utilized was interesting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am very happy to
explain how this is actually the best pdf i actually have go through within my individual daily life and might be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Freddie Zulauf-- Freddie Zulauf
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